Induction process of trainees in pathology residency
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Abstract: This article describes the evolution of the induction process of pathology residency at The Aga Khan University hospital. The Department of Postgraduate Medical Education was established in 1985. The induction process is an exhaustive exercise that includes an admission test held simultaneously in Karachi, Hyderabad, Lahore, and Rawalpindi, followed by an interview of the shortlisted candidates. The pathology residency program was started 25 years ago and since then the induction process has undergone major changes with the course of time.
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Discussion

A topic most frequently debated among clinical laboratory scientists is the impact of health care on clinical laboratories. Scott and Sacks 1 in 1995 predicted a shortage of community pathologists, academic pathologists, clinical chemists, and medical technologists. Because of this, many training programs saw a rapid expansion of induction processes. In contrast, Wennberg et al 2 suggested that the current number of pathologists during this period far exceeded the need in a managed care environment and that in the next 6–7 years of the training program, no pathologists will be required until we eliminate the excess.

The Aga Khan University, Karachi, is a private research university founded in 1983. The hospital was established in 1985 and has been recently reaccredited by the Joint Commission International. The Postgraduate Medical Education (PGME) program at the Aga Khan University provides excellence and innovation in specialized postgraduate education to promote evidence-based health care and research, abiding by the principles of ethics and professionalism. Currently, there are 33 residency programs across the board and residencies in subspecialties of pathology are catered to by the Department of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine. The trainings cater to four different residency programs. The disciplines include chemical pathology, hematology, histopathology, and microbiology. The program was established in 1988. We have previously published how the residency program has evolved in the last 25 years. 3 The induction process of the program has also undergone major changes during this time. This article outlines the current process of induction of trainees in the residency program of pathology.

During the foundation years, an interview was conducted by senior faculty members who assessed the candidates. The prerequisite was work experience of 6 months...
in pathology after MBBS. In 1985, when the Department of PGME was established, the induction process was formalized with perpetual improvements.

Currently, the process starts with the announcement of the new induction cycle, advertised mid-year through the PGME office in all leading newspapers of Pakistan. It is also advertised on the University’s website, which contains basic information of the program and eligibility criteria. After the introduction of residency in pathology at the College of Physicians and Surgeons, Pakistan, the mandatory requirement now is passing Fellow College of Physicians and Surgeons, Pakistan, part I exam in Pathology based on the guidelines of College of Physicians and Surgeons, Pakistan. As a rule, only online applications are accepted and candidates can apply in one program only at a given time. There are two application deadlines to accommodate the varied graduation dates of different medical colleges across the country.

Following the application, candidates take an admission test in their respective fields. The test also has an English language component that helps in identifying candidates who require English language coaching classes if he/she is selected; these classes are provided by the University and funded by the respective departments. The scientific component of the test is based on the curriculum of MBBS and 1 year of internship experience. The exam is held simultaneously in Karachi, Hyderabad, Lahore, and Rawalpindi. Centers outside Karachi are supervised by a team of faculty with a PGME administrative representative. Candidates who have successfully completed a year of internship from The Aga Khan University and graduated are exempted from the written test. The results of the written exam are forwarded to the residency director and departmental residency committee. After the results are compiled, candidates for pathology residency are divided into four sections of clinical chemistry, hematology, histopathology, and microbiology. The results are individually reviewed and candidates with the highest marks are shortlisted for the interview. The interview call is sent to candidates with a ratio of 1:3 or 1:4 that is, for every vacant seat, there will be three or four top ranking candidates shortlisted for the interview. The final list for the four disciplines is sent to the human resources department, which issues interview letters, which are dispatched over a span of 2 weeks. Prior to starting their training, a 3-day orientation program is organized by the PGME. Important aspects of this orientation include welcome address by the Dean Medical College, Associate Dean PGME, followed by lectures from departmental representatives of information technology, security, medical and bioethics, pharmacy, human resources, blood bank and, above all, PGME. This orientation program is attended by all program directors, coordinators, and chief residents who share their personal experience of training and work life. Amid these lectures, the inductees are involved in the making of identification badges and other important paperwork. In pathology, a day is selected during the orientation period in which the chief resident provides a general overview of the program. It primarily focuses upon meeting the faculty and staff, tours of their respective sections, and timetables.

Although most hospitals run an induction program, there is variety in the content and style. Trainees have a diverse range of experience, giving rise to different needs and expectations which may or may not be fulfilled by an induction program. Service to patients does not stop during the changeover periods. High-quality patient care is provided at all times. An effective departmental induction program rapidly integrates trainees into their posts and reduces trainees’ anxieties. A lot of effort is required to design and deliver such a program. Our program is based on the two-staged approach proposed by Ward and Stanley in 1999, which integrates hospital induction with departmental induction. The induction process has
come a long way from its initial days when candidates were assessed on an interview with a prerequisite of 6 months training in pathology. Introduction of an entrance exam at multiple centers with separate components followed by an interview has streamlined the process further. Suffice is it to say that we have been able to make a difference in reducing trainees’ initial anxieties, enabling them to move comfortably into making an effective contribution to service and profiting from the training provided.
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